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ABSTRACT

1

Machine Learning (ML) models are difficult to maintain in
production settings. In particular, deviations of the unseen
serving data (for which we want to compute predictions)
from the source data (on which the model was trained) pose
a central challenge, especially when model training and prediction are outsourced via cloud services. Errors or shifts in
the serving data can affect the predictive quality of a model,
but are hard to detect for engineers operating ML deployments.
We propose a simple approach to automate the validation
of deployed ML models by estimating the model’s predictive
performance on unseen, unlabeled serving data. In contrast
to existing work, we do not require explicit distributional
assumptions on the dataset shift between the source and
serving data. Instead, we rely on a programmatic specification of typical cases of dataset shift and data errors. We
use this information to learn a performance predictor for a
pretrained black box model that automatically raises alarms
when it detects performance drops on unseen serving data.
We experimentally evaluate our approach on various datasets, models and error types. We find that it reliably predicts
the performance of black box models in the majority of cases,
and outperforms several baselines even in the presence of
unspecified data errors.

Machine learning (ML) has become a central component in
modern software systems. Yet, the maintenance of ML applications remains challenging [12, 19, 22]. Many problems in
this space are due to unexpected shifts or errors in the data
that is fed into ML models at prediction time. These shifts
and errors typically originate from bugs in data preprocessing code or changes in the data generating process in the real
world. This problem is exacerbated in situations where different parties are involved in the provision of the data and the
training of the model. Many engineering teams, especially in
smaller companies, lack ML expert knowledge, and therefore
often outsource the training of ML models. They might either use cloud services for model training and hosting, such
as Google AutoML Tables, or locally apply AutoML libraries,
which automate model training. In such cases, the engineering team provides input data and retrieves predictions, but
the details of the model may not be accessible.
Consider the following exemplary scenario: An engineering team of an e-commerce company leverages a cloud ML
service to train and deploy an ML model for predicting the
sales numbers of competitor products. Some time later, an
engineer accidentally introduces errors in the preprocessing
code that prepares new serving data for the model, and the
error changes the scale of certain numeric attributes. The
deployed cloud model will still output predictions for unseen competitor products, but its predictions cannot be relied
upon anymore, as its weights are not properly fitted to the
changed serving data. Unfortunately, it is difficult for the
engineers to validate the predictions they retrieve from the
black box model in the cloud, as there is no automated way
to retrieve the ground truth (the future sales numbers of the
competitor in this scenario).
While ML experts have specialized knowledge to debug
models and predictions in such cases [2, 9, 13], there is a
lack of automated methods for non-ML expert users to decide
whether they can rely on the predictions of an ML model on
unseen data.
We tackle this issue by introducing the performance prediction problem for black box classifiers in Section 2. Next,
we propose a simple approach to automatically validate the
predictions of a pretrained ML model by estimating its predictive performance on unseen, unlabeled serving data. In
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(a) Learning a performance predictor for a pretrained black box classifier, using synthetically
corrupted data to explore how data errors impact the resulting prediction quality.
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(b) Using the performance predictor to estimate the accuracy on unseen serving data.

Figure 1: Overview of our proposed approach: (a) We learn a performance predictor from synthetically corrupted
input data to estimate the prediction quality of a black box model on a batch of serving data from statistics
of its outputs. (b) This performance predictor is subsequently leveraged to estimate the prediction quality of
the black box model on unseen, unlabeled serving data. End users and serving systems can raise alarms if this
estimate is significantly below the expected prediction quality of the black box model.
contrast to existing work, we do not require explicit distributional assumptions on the dataset shift between the
source and serving data nor force the user to define distance
functions and thresholds between source and serving data.
Instead, an engineer programmatically specifies typical cases
of dataset shift and data errors that they expect to observe
in real world data. Based on this information, we learn a
performance predictor for a pretrained black box model to
be deployed along with the original model (Section 3). The
performance predictor can automatically raise alarms if it
detects performance drops on unseen serving data.
In contrast to previous work [1, 20], our approach does
not require access to features extracted from the raw input
data but only to the model outputs, and can thus treat the
ML model as a black box. This property makes it suitable
for the automated monitoring of the aggregate prediction
quality in ML pipelines.
We show how to implement our approach using popular
python-based ML libraries in Section 4 and discuss related
work in Section 5. Finally, we demonstrate its effectiveness
on a variety of real world datasets in an extensive evaluation,
which covers several models that consume relational data,
text data and image data (Section 6).
The contributions of this paper are the following:
• We introduce the performance prediction problem for
black box classifiers (Section 2).
• We discuss how to automatically estimate the prediction
scores of black box classifiers on unseen, unlabeled, and
potentially shifted or erroneous serving data (Section 3).
• We describe how to implement our approach using a popular ML library (Section 4).

• We experimentally evaluate our approach on various datasets, models and error types, including an external cloud
service. We find that it reliably predicts the performance of
black box models in the majority of cases, and outperforms
several baselines in the performance prediction task, even
in the presence of unspecified data errors (Section 6).

2

OVERVIEW & PROBLEM STATEMENT

Overview. Figure 1(b) illustrates how we address the problem of deciding whether we can rely on the predictions of a
black box model on unseen, unlabeled serving data. Specifically, we want to know whether the predictions of the black
box model on a batch of serving data have the same prediction quality (e.g., accuracy) as its predictions on the training
data 1 (which we would generally expect due to the generalization capabilities of a well-trained classifier). However, we
cannot compute the true accuracy of the black box model on
the unseen data, as we do not have access to the true labels.
Therefore, we provide a learned performance predictor (tailored to the black box model), which estimates the accuracy
of the black box model’s predictions on the serving data 2 .
This estimate can then be used to decide whether to rely on
the predictions of the black box model 3 .
Figure 1(a) gives an overview of how we learn the performance predictor for a given black box model. We have an
end user specify potential errors (e.g., missing values, encoding errors, etc.) that they might expect to see in the serving
data. They need to specify the type of expected errors, but
not their magnitude. They can draw upon their professional
experience to decide upon such potential errors.

Learning to Validate the Predictions of Black Box Classifiers
Based on these potential errors, we generate synthetically
corrupted input datasets by applying error generators to the
test set that was used for training the black box model 1 .
We record the prediction score (which we can compute in
this case as we have access to the labels in the test set) as
well as statistics of the distribution of the model’s outputs for
each synthetically corrupted dataset 2 . We define a regression problem in which the accuracy of the black box model
is predicted from statistics of its outputs. We refer to this
regression model as “performance predictor” 3 .
Problem Statement. We formalize the problem addressed
in this paper, before we describe our approach in detail in
the next section.
Data. We are given relational data D with attributes A = {A1 ,
. . . , A N } that is comprised of tuples t ∈ D. The black box
model is trained on the source dataset Dsource and will afterwards be applied to the unseen serving dataset Dserving .
These datasets are disjunct Dsource ∩ Dserving = ∅ and tuples
are assigned independently and at random (i.i.d.).
Black Box Model. We assume that we are provided with a
black box classifier trained on a set {(t, y)} of examples
t ∈ Dsource and labels y ∈ C = {c 1 , . . . , cm }. The black
box character of the model corresponds to the fact that the
model applies an unknown feature map ϕ : A → Rd to
compute a numerical representation of the relational input
data, and that the model applies an unknown prediction function f : Rd → ∆m to compute predictions for m classes from
the data. We assume, however, that the model optimizes a
known scoring function for n examples with known labels
L : ∆n×m × C n → [0, 1], such as accuracy.
Perturbations. We furthermore assume that there exist perturbations e which potentially introduce errors into data.
We can think of them as parameterized functions, e.g., introducing missing values in certain columns with a given
probability p. These missing values could for example be
accidentally introduced through errors in data integration
code. Further examples for errors are swapped columns, e.g.,
introduced through buggy input forms [8], or scaled numerical columns, e.g., when an engineer would unintentionally
switch to a scale in milliseconds instead of seconds for a
given feature column. We assume that the set of perturbations E = (e 1 , . . . , eq ) is known but the probabilities of occurrence perr = [p1 , . . . , pq ] are unknown (e.g., we anecdotally
know which errors might potentially occur in ML pipelines,
but not how frequent they are). Note that the absence of
errors is represented by perr = 0.
Performance Prediction Problem. Let Dmaybe_corrupt denote the
result of applying the perturbations E to Dserving with unknown perr (e.g., serving data for the model that was accidentally corrupted by buggy preprocessing code). Note that
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we do not know the labels yserving for the unseen serving
dataset, which means that we cannot compute the prediction
quality L( f (ϕ (Dmaybe_corrupt )), yserving ) on the unseen (and
potentially corrupted) serving data.
The predictions on the serving data should not be used
if the prediction quality on the serving data is significantly
lower than the quality achieved on a held-out sample from
the source data during training. Our performance predictor
addresses this as a regression problem, estimating the prediction quality L( f (ϕ (Dmaybe_corrupt )), yserving ) on the serving
dataset without knowing the ground truth yserving . This estimate can subsequently be used to decide whether to rely on
the predictions on the serving data or not.
The problem at hand can also be treated as a binary classification problem if we assume a threshold t for the relative
quality loss that a user would be willing to accept (e.g., 5%
compared to the training scenario). In this case, to which we
refer as performance validation, the goal is to decide whether
the prediction quality on the unseen unlabeled serving data
falls within this threshold: L( f (ϕ (Dmaybe_corrupt )), yserving ) ≥
(1 − t ) · L( f (ϕ (Dtest )), ytest ).
Note that the described performance prediction problem
is different from existing work, as we (i) do not impose
distributional assumptions on the shift between source and
serving data, (ii) do not assume knowledge of the feature
space that the model uses, and (iii) only require access to
the model predictions. In our scenario, it is hard to apply
generic dataset shift detection methods because the feature
map ϕ is unknown and the model could for example ignore
some attributes completely or transform them in away that
is independent of a perturbation. Examples for such cases are
ignored features due to L1 regularization, or feature maps
such as binarization that just check whether a feature is
different from zero and therefore scale invariant.

3

APPROACH

We describe the procedure for learning to predict performance via a regression model. Our approach is based on the
idea of analyzing the distribution of the model outputs as a
signal for potential data errors and shifts. We build on work
from the ML community [13], which addresses data shifts
with a strict distributional assumption. In contrast to this
work, we provide an estimate of the expected model accuracy on erroneous data, and do not require users to manually
specify thresholds for hypothesis tests. Instead, we directly
predict the accuracy of the black box model.
Training the performance predictor. The steps for training our performance predictor h are shown in Algorithm 1.
We assume that we are provided with a black box classifier f
which has been trained on the source data. Furthermore, we
assume to have access to a set of error generators E that
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Algorithm 1 Training a performance predictor h for a pretrained black box model f .
Input: (Dtrain , Dtest ) disjunct partitions of Dsource ,
black box model f and feature map ϕ pretrained
on Dtrain , user-specified error generators E
1: (Xtest , ytest ) ← Dtest
2: ℓtest ← L( f (ϕ (Xtest )), ytest )
▷ score on test data
3: M ← ∅
4: for error generator e ← E do
5:
Xcorrupt ← corrupt Xtest ∈ Dtest with e
6:
▷ score on corrupted examples
7:
Ŷcorrupt ← f (ϕ (Xcorrupt ))
8:
ℓcorrupt ← L(Ŷcorrupt , ytest )
9:
▷ statistics of model outputs
10:
ζ corrupt ← prediction_statistics(Ŷcorrupt )
11:
M ← M ∪ (ζ corrupt , ℓcorrupt )
12: end for
13: h ← train a regression model on M
14: return h

produce certain types of randomized dataset shifts. We apply each error generator e to held-out data Dtest from the
training process, and thereby generate corrupted examples
Xcorrupt in line 5. We compute the actual prediction score
ℓcorrupt by comparing the model predictions Ŷcorrupt with the
true labels ytest in line 8. Existing work suggests that the
univariate distributions of the columns of the matrix Ŷ =
f (ϕ (X)) are predictive of dataset shifts [13, 20]. We build on
these findings, and leverage a univariate non-parametric estimate of the distributions of each output dimension of f . More
concretely, we compute percentiles ζ corrupt of the black box
model outputs Ŷcorrupt = f (ϕ (Xcorrupt )) as features for the
performance predictor h. We record both the features ζ corrupt
and the score as training data for our regression model in the
set M (lines 3-12). Finally, we train our performance predictor h on these examples in line 13 to predict the score ℓcorrupt
from the features ζ corrupt .
Performance prediction on unseen serving data. Algorithm 2 details an example of how to apply our performance
predictor h to unseen (and unlabeled) serving data Xserving .
First, we compute the required features ζ serving in the form of
percentiles of the outputs Ŷserving , which the model f assigns
to the examples Xserving . Next, we have our performance predictor h estimate the score ℓˆserving = h(ζ serving ) of f on the
serving data.
We can alternatively learn a performance validator that
predicts whether the relative quality drop exceeds a userdefined threshold (Section 2). Given a user-defined threshold
t for an acceptable performance loss in comparison to score
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Algorithm 2 Performance prediction for unlabeled serving
data.
Input: serving data Xserving , black box model f and feature
map ϕ, performance predictor h
1: Ŷserving ← f (ϕ (Xserving ))
2: ▷ statistics of model outputs
3: ζ serving ← prediction_statistics( Ŷserving )
4: ℓˆserving ← h(ζ serving ) ▷ predicted score on serving data
5: return ℓˆserving

on held-out test data (e.g., 5%), we turn performance prediction from a regression problem (predicting the score) into
a binary classification problem (asking whether the score
is within the threshold t of the expected score). We train a
specialized classification model, which uses our performance
predictions and leverages additional features such as the results of hypothesis tests on model outputs between source
and serving data [13]. The major difference of the performance validator to Algorithms 1 & 2 is that we need to retain
the predictions Ŷtest which the black box model gave on the
test set, as we need them to compute our features (e.g., the
results of hypothesis tests) later.

4

IMPLEMENTATION

We implement our approach in Python, building upon the
established python-based ML libraries scikit-learn [17] and
the pandas ecosystem [14]. We assume that we are provided
with a black box ML model that ingests relational data from
a pandas dataframe and outputs predictions. This black box
model only needs to be provided in an executable manner
(e.g., as a binary file or as a network service). We only require
that the model returns the predicted class probabilities for
serving data (e.g., via the predict_proba method in pythonbased ML libraries).
Furthermore, we assume that users indicate the types of
errors which they expect to potentially occur (e.g., missing
values in certain columns). To this end, they can either choose
from error generators provided in our library or implement
their own in a few lines of python code by implementing
the corrupt method of an abstract ErrorGen base class. In
general, an error generator for our approach simply iterates
over the rows of a pandas dataframe and randomly corrupts
selected columns. Thereby, users can leverage the full expressivity of Python to generate errors. We illustrate how to
simulate missing values and encoding errors:
class MissingValues ( ErrorGen ):
def corrupt ( self , data , column , prob )
for row in data :
if random () < prob :
row [ column ] = NA # Introduce missing values
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class EncodingErrors ( ErrorGen ):
def corrupt ( self , data , column , prob ):
for row in data :
if random () < prob :
row [ column ] = row [ column ]
. replace ( 'E ', 'É ') # Introduce
. replace ( 'ö ', 'œ ') # encoding
. replace ( 'ü ', 'œ ') # errors

We implement Algorithm 1 by learning a random forestbased regression model as performance predictor. Our approach generates the features for this predictor as follows.
We apply the corresponding error generators with randomly
chosen magnitudes on a held-out part of the black box model’s
training data. These error generators copy the dataframe and
randomly inject the specified errors into the data. We then
compute the model outputs via the predict_proba method
of the model, as well as the true prediction score on the
corrupted data. We featurize the model outputs by computing their class-wise percentiles (collecting the 0th, 5th, 10th,
... percentile). Finally, we train a RandomForestRegressor
with five-fold cross-validation, and grid search over the number of trees. The objective of this regressor is to minimize
the mean absolute error between the predicted scores and
the true scores. We then use the resulting regression model
as our performance predictor.
The performance validator (Section 2) is implemented
analogously, except that we use a gradient-boosted decision
tree [4] as prediction model. We compute additional features
based on Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests between the model outputs on the corrupted serving data and the held-out test data
during model training

5

RELATED WORK

Applying data management techniques in the ML space is
a field with growing interest in recent years [12, 19, 21, 22,
24, 25]. Several solutions were proposed for validating ML
models and their predictions. Most of these originate from a
statistical ML or a data management perspective.
The consequences of a general shift in the joint distribution of features and labels are virtually impossible to predict
or mitigate. For an extreme case, consider data that was
generated with an adversarial intent or data from a distribution that may not even share support with the source
distribution. Hence, methods that emphasize statistical rigor
usually start with distributional assumptions on the nature
of the dataset shift [28]. Examples include label shift, where
the marginal label distribution p(y) changes while the conditional feature distribution p(x |y) remains constant [9, 13, 31],
and covariate shift, where p(x ) changes while p(y|x ) remains
constant [2, 27, 29]. Such assumptions often seem inapt to
describe practically relevant data changes for engineers, such
as errors originating from software bugs in preprocessing
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pipelines, unexpected missing values, or a mix of covariate and label shifts in subsets of the data. Moreover, the
proposed methods often limit themselves to adapting a particular model or learning paradigm.
Approaches from the data management community [10,
19, 23] often require manual tuning, detailed knowledge
of model internals and features, or do not directly address
the problem of validating model predictions. For instance,
Google’s TFX platform [1] offers skew detection capabilities
for input data, but requires the end user to manually select an
appropriate distance function and a corresponding threshold
for particular features.
On a related note, there is a growing body of work on
model diagnosis [6] and model unit testing for neural networks [3, 15, 18], which aims to find edge cases and inputs
that crash the model. We proposed “unit tests for data” [23] in
ML pipelines, but did not connect these tests to the prediction
quality of ML models. Wang et al. propose “Uni-Detect” [30],
an approach for automated error detection in tabular data,
but do not quantify the errors’ impact on the predictions of
ML models.

6

EVALUATION

Overview. We experimentally evaluate our performance
prediction and validation approaches under known and unknown shifts and errors (Sections 6.1 & 6.2) and compare
them to several baselines. Afterwards, we demonstrate that
our approach also works for models trained by automatic
machine learning (AutoML) methods in Section 6.3.
Datasets. We experiment on six publicly available datasets
from different domains. (1) The income1 dataset contains
48,842 records about adult income data, and the target variable denotes whether a person earns more than 50K dollars per year or not. (2) The heart 2 dataset contains 70,001
records about cardiovascular diseases, and the target variable denotes the presence of a heart disease. (3) The bank 3
dataset comprises of 45,212 records of bank customer data,
and the goal is to predict if a customer will subscribe a term
deposit. (4) The tweets4 dataset comprises of 20,002 tweets
and the target variable denotes whether or not a tweet has
trolling character (e.g., was intended as an insult). (5) The
digits5 dataset comprises of 14,000 28x28 pixel images of
handwritten digits for the numbers 3 and 5. The task is to
correctly identify the digit in the image. (6) The fashion6
1 https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/adult
2 https://www.kaggle.com/sulianova/cardiovascular-disease-dataset
3 https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Bank+Marketing
4 https://dataturks.com/projects/abhishek.narayanan/

Dataset%20for%20Detection%20of%20Cyber-Trolls/
5 http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/index.html
6 https://github.com/zalandoresearch/fashion-mnist
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dataset comprises of 14,000 28x28 pixel images of fashion
products for the categories “sneakers” and “ankle boots”. The
task is to correctly identify the category of the product in
the image.
We featurize the non-image datasets as follows: we standardize all numerical attributes, one-hot encode all categorical attributes, and hash word-level n-grams of textual attributes to a large sparse vector. We concatenate the encodings of the attributes to obtain the final feature vector. We
apply this featurization via a scikit-learn pipeline to ensure
that all preprocessing methods are ‘fitted’ on the training
data only and applied to the unseen test data later. For experimental runs measuring the accuracy, we resample the
data to have balanced classes to make the scores easier to
interpret.
Models. For the majority of our experiments, we leverage
four popular classification approaches and treat them as
black box models:
• We train a logistic regression model7 refered to as lr using five-fold cross-validation where we grid search over
regularization type and learning rate.
• We train a feed-forward neural network [5] refered to as
dnn comprised of two layers with ReLU activation and a
softmax output. We use five-fold cross-validation and grid
search over the size of the layers.
• We train gradient-boosted decision trees [4] refered to as
xgb. We use five-fold cross-validation and grid search over
the number and depth of the trees used.
• We train a convolutional neural network [5] refered to as
conv for the image classification tasks. This network uses
ReLU activations and drop-out regularization, and starts
with two convolutional layers of size 32 and 64, applies
max pooling, followed by a dense layer of width 128 and a
softmax output.
Types of errors and dataset shifts. We experiment with
six different types of errors that we introduce into the unseen
serving data, some of which belong to the top problems
commonly encountered in industrial ML pipelines [3].
Missing values in categorical attributes. We randomly choose
1 to n (with n being the maximum number of categorical
columns) categorical columns and introduce missing values
at random into these columns.
Outliers in numeric attributes. We randomly choose 1 to n
(with n being the maximum number of numeric columns)
numeric columns. For each column, we corrupt a fraction
of its values by adding gaussian noise centered in the data
point with a standard deviation randomly scaled from the
interval of 2 to 5.
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Swapped column values. We choose different pairs of categorical and numerical columns and randomly swap a given
proportion of the contained values between the columns.
Scaling. We randomly scale a subset of the values by 10, 100
or 1000. This perturbation mimics cases where the scale of
an attribute is accidentally changed in preprocessing code
(e.g., because a developer accidentally changes the code to
record durations in milliseconds instead of seconds).
Adversarial text. This perturbation is designated for the tweets
dataset exclusively and simulates an adversarial attack. We
assume that the attackers try to fool our classifier by changing the spelling of their trolling tweets to ‘leetspeak’, e.g., by
converting the string “hello world” into “h3110 w041d”.
Image noise:. We add noise sampled from a gaussian with zero
mean and a variance randomly chosen between [-0.5,0.5] to
a proportion of the input images.
Image rotation:. We rotate a proportion of the input images
by randomly chosen angles.
Model-entropy based missing values.: We use an active learning based approach as a more challenging variant of missing
values. We rank all samples by how difficult they are to classify and discard values from ‘easy’ samples for which the
classifier was certain about its prediction. We use 1 − pmax
where pmax is the maximal probability assigned to a class for
a given data point [26] as uncertainty measure.
If not described otherwise, we generate the synthetically
corrupted data for our experiments as follows. We repeatedly choose a random selection of columns from the input
dataframe, randomly sample the fraction of cells to corrupt
and repeat this procedure 100 times per column and error
combination. Thereby we typically generate a few thousand
corrupted datasets to train a performance predictor.
We make the source code as well as serialized datasets and
models of our experimental evaluation publicly available.8

6.1

Prediction Score Estimation

In the following, we evaluate our performance prediction
approach on known and unknown shifts and errors.
6.1.1 Prediction Score Estimation for Known Shifts. For
every experimental run, we randomly partition a dataset into
one partition designated as source data and another disjoint
partition designated as serving data. Next, we decide for a
particular type of data error and train one of our black box
models as well as the performance predictor on the source
data as described in Section 3. Afterwards, we apply error
generators to the unseen serving data with randomly sampled probabilities and thereby create randomly corrupted
versions of that data, injecting the expected type of errors.

7 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/

sklearn.linear_model.SGDClassifier.html

8 https://github.com/schelterlabs/learning-to-validate-predictions
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Figure 2: Estimation of the prediction quality in the presence of known types (but unknown magnitudes) of
errors in the serving data. We evaluate four different models on six different datasets and seven different errors
and shifts.
We then have our performance predictor estimate the score
on the unseen corrupted data, and compare this estimate to
the actual score (which we can compute in this virtual setup
because we have access to the true labels). We run experiments to predict both accuracy as well as the area under the
ROC curve (AUC); We measure the prediction error using
the absolute error, which is easy to interpret. We only plot
results for the prediction of accuracy as the results for AUC
do not significantly differ from these.
Figure 2 demonstrates the results of the corresponding
experiments with respect to the prediction of the classifiers’
accuracies. We plot the distribution of the absolute error of
our performance predictor with respect to the accuracy of
the black box model on the serving data. We run four different experiments per dataset and model, injecting missing
values, outliers, column swaps and scaling errors for the
income, heart and bank datasets. Additionally, we apply the
adversarial attack on the tweets dataset. We repeat this experiment for the logistic regression model (Figure 2(a)), the
neural network (Figure 2(b)) and gradient-boosted decision
trees (Figure 2(c)). We also test the performance prediction
for the convolutional neural network, where we inject noise
and rotation errors into the digits and fashion datasets (Figure 2(d)).
In the majority of cases the median absolute error is not
larger than 0.01 with low variance which means that our
approach is able to reliably predict the prediction quality
of the models on the unseen, corrupted serving data. We
observe that the effect of scaled numerical input columns is
harder to predict for all three models on the bank dataset,
where we encounter a higher variance. Additionally, our
approach also has problems with predicting the performance
of the neural network in the presence of outliers on the bank

dataset. The performance prediction for the convolutional
neural network works better on the digits dataset with a very
low median absolute error than on the fashion dataset where
the median absolute error is closer to 0.02.
In general, our predictions are close to the true performance score on the unseen data in this scenario, where
we know the type of error that might occur in our serving data. We thereby enable end users to distinguish catastrophic model failures (such as cases where the model tends
to randomly guess) from cases where the performance is
only slightly affected by the shifts in the data.
6.1.2 Prediction Score Estimation for Mixed and Unknown
Shifts. In general, we cannot assume that we know the type
of error that we might encounter in real world data. We emulate this scenario of unknown or partially observed errors by
blending a fraction of samples affected by a given error into
the serving data for evaluating our performance predictor.
In this setup, our performance predictor will be trained on
an error distribution different from the one present in the
serving data. We choose a random numerical column and a
random categorical column for each model and dataset combination. All error types are applied to the serving dataset.
But in contrast to the previous experiments we only perturb
a fraction of the source data used for training the performance predictor. If that fraction is 0, then no data point in
the source data is affected by a given error type, and the
performance predictor has not seen this error type in its
training data. We include swapped columns, scaling errors,
outliers, missing values and model entropy-based missing
values as potential error types for this experiment.
Figure 3 shows the results for predicting the performance
of linear and nonlinear models in this scenario. We observe
that the prediction error for the linear model increases with

0.10

0.000.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 0.000.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
fraction of unknown errors
fraction of unknown errors

Figure 3: Performance prediction quality for linear
and non-linear models under increasing magnitudes
of unknown error types.
6.1.3 Sensitivity of the Predictor to the Sample Size. Next,
we investigate the sensitivity of our approach to the size
of the held-out data |Dtest |, (Algorithm 1), which we need
to generate synthetically corrupted examples for the performance predictor. In an online serving setting, we would
want the performance predictor to be quickly retrainable
from small batches of observed data. We repeat the experiments with missing values in the income dataset and with
outliers in the heart dataset from Section 6.1.1, and vary the
size of the held-out data Dtest between 10, 50, 100, 250, 500,
750, 1000, and 1500 data points. We train performance predictors for different models based on this sample data, and plot
the the resulting MAE as well as the 10th and 90th percentile
of the distribution of the absolute error in Figure 4. In all
cases, we observe that the performance predictor achieves
low prediction errors after having access to a few hundred
examples.

6.2

Comparison against Task-Independent
Dataset Shift Detection Methods

In the next set of experiments, we evaluate the quality of
our performance validation approach, which aims to decide
whether the prediction quality on a (potentially) corrupted
serving dataset is within a given threshold of the prediction quality that the classifier achieved during evaluation
on the test set at the training stage (Section 2). We compare
our approach against the following three task-independent
baselines.
• Relational shift detection (REL): This baseline approach
applies shift detection techniques to the raw input data
instead of the model outputs. We apply multiple univariate
shift detection tests between the columns of the training
9 We attribute the bad performance of the linear model to numeric overflows

in the SGDClassifier model that are caused by the scaling perturbations.
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the amount of unknown errors9 , while the prediction quality
of nonlinear models can be predicted with low variance even
in these cases. This indicates that our approach is able to
generalize from known errors.
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Figure 4: Sensitivity of the performance predictor to
the sample size |Dtest | for different errors and models
on the income and heart datasets.

and serving data (Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for numeric
columns, and χ 2 -tests for categorical columns).
• Black Box-Shift Detection (BBSE) for assigned class probabilities from Lipton et al. [13], which evaluates a KolmogorovSmirnov test between the softmax outputs of the black box
model on the test and serving data.
• Black Box-Shift Detection (BBSEh) [20] for predicted classes,
which evaluates a χ 2 -test between the counts of the predicted classes of the black box model on the test and serving data.
Note that REL directly compares statistics of the raw input
data and serving data to detect whether the data distribution
has changed, and is thereby independent of the applied black
box classifier. Following [20], we compare the resulting pvalue of each test to 0.05 to decide about the test outcome
and apply Bonferroni correction to account for multiple tests
in case of the REL baseline. For our approach, we train a
performance validator (as described in Section 2), refered to
as PPM, and report its decisions as well. We record how well
each approach predicts whether the accuracy on the serving
data is within the given threshold and report the resulting
F1 scores, which trade off both the precision and recall of the
approaches.
6.2.1 Mixtures of Known Shifts and Errors. In the first set
of experiments, we train the performance validator using
randomly chosen mixtures of four different error types (missing values, outliers, swapped columns and scaling errors)
and apply a randomly chosen mixture of the same error types
(with different probabilities) onto the serving dataset. Next,
we have our performance validator as well as the three baseline methods predict whether the accuracy drops less than a
given threshold compared to the accuracy on the held-out
test set. We run this experiment for the logistic regression,
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(c) Validation for a 10% threshold.

Figure 5: F1-Scores for performance validation for mixtures of unknown shifts and errors.
neural network and gradient-boosted tree models, on the income, heart and bank dataset. We find that our performance
validator (PPM) outperforms the baselines in the vast majority of cases, often by a wide margin with an F1-score between
0.8 and 0.9. BBSE only beats our approach in three cases: for
logistic regression on the income dataset with a 3% threshold,
for the neural network on the bank dataset with a 3% threshold and for the neural network on the bank dataset with a
5% threshold. There is no clear second best approach as both
BBSE and BBSEh outperform each other in many cases (and
perform badly in other cases), while REL works poorly in
the majority of cases. In general, we observe that it becomes
easier for our approach to correctly predict the performance
with a larger threshold, (as the F1-scores grow for higher
thresholds). This indicates that the performance validator is
able to reliably identify catastrophic performance drops (e.g.,
with a 10% drop in accuracy).
6.2.2 Validation under Unknown Shifts and Errors. Next,
we evaluate how well the performance validation works under unseen shifts and errors. We again use the setup from the
previous experiment, where we train on randomly chosen
mixtures of four different error types (missing values, outliers, swapped columns and scaling errors), but we evaluate
on three newly defined error types which are unknown to
our performance validator:
• Typos in categorical values: We introduce typos into a random proportion of the values of a categorical attribute.
• “Smearing” of numerical attributes: We change a random
proportion of the values of a numeric attribute by a randomly chosen amount between -10% to 10%.
• Flipped sign in numerical attributes: We multiply a random
proportion of the values of a numeric attribute by -1 to
change their sign.

We apply a randomly chosen mixture of the unseen error
types (with different probabilities) onto the serving dataset.
Next, we again have our performance validator as well as
the three baseline methods predict whether the accuracy
drops less than a given threshold compared to the accuracy
on the held-out test set. We run this experiment for the
logistic regression, neural network and gradient-boosted tree
models, on the income, heart and bank dataset. We evaluate
all approaches for thresholds of 3%, 5% and 10%.
We plot the results in Figure 5. We observe that PPM
predicts the performance very reliably in the majority of
cases, and again only fails to beat the baselines in three
settings: logistic regression on the income dataset with a
3% threshold, the neural network on the bank dataset with
a 3% threshold, and the gradient-boosted decision trees on
the heart dataset with a 10% threshold. In many cases, the
F1 scores achieved by our approach in this setting are even
better than in the setting with the known errors, which we
attribute to the fact the unknown errors under test here have
less drastic effects than some of the known errors, such as
the scaling errors, which we have been shown to be difficult
to handle in Section 6.1.1
Note that while the error types applied here are unknown
to our performance predictor, it is still be able to learn about
their effects from the known error types it has seen. We
attribute this to the fact that their impact on the predictions
of the black box model is similar to the impact of the known
errors. E.g., the impact of a typo in a categorical column is
identical to the impact of a missing value in that column,
as the feature map will produce a zero vector when trying
to one-hot encode the resulting value. The same is true for
the “smeared” numerical values: their effect might be similar
to gaussian noise added to the values for our outlier errors.
This experiment confirms our findings from Section 6.1.2
that our approach is able to generalize from known errors
to unobserved errors in many cases.
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Figure 6: Performance validation for black box models
trained by various AutoML methods in the presence of
mixtures of known shifts and errors.

6.3

Application to AutoML Models
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6.3.1 AutoML Libraries. We experiment with a series of
models trained by three different automatic machine learning
(AutoML) libraries, which automatically decide on model
internals such as feature maps or ensembling techniques.
We have auto-sklearn [7] and TPOT [16] learn models for
the income dataset. Additionally, we have auto-keras [11]
conduct neural architecture search for a convolutional neural network to apply to the digits dataset. We again train our
performance validator using randomly chosen mixtures of
four different error types (missing values, outliers, swapped
columns and scaling errors for the income dataset; rotations
and noise for the digits dataset) and apply a randomly chosen
mixture of the same error types (with different probabilities)
to the serving dataset. Next, we have our performance validator as well as the three baseline methods predict whether the
accuracy drops less than a given threshold compared to the
accuracy on the held-out test set. We evaluate all approaches
for thresholds of 3%, 5% and 10%.
The results (plotted in Figure 6) are in line with our previous findings from Section 6.2.1: Our approach (PPM) outperforms black box shift estimation (BBSE, BBSEh) as well
0.75 mixture of errors (heart)
0.70
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0.500.5
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Figure 7: Prediction quality for black box models
trained and hosted via Google AutoML Tables on a mixture of errors in the income and heart datasets.
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as multiple univariate tests on the raw input data (REL) in
the majority of cases, often by a wide margin. The BBSE
and BBSEh baselines beat our aproach only in two cases:
for TPOT for 3% threshold and for auto-keras with a 5%
threshold, yet only with a slight difference in F1 scores. REL
again performs very poorly (and was not applicable to the
image dataset used for auto-keras). The results confirm that
our approach is able to “tailor” the performance validator to
various black box models.
6.3.2 Google AutoML Tables in the Cloud. In this experiment, we evaluate the applicability of our approach to black
box models hosted in the cloud. We train a classifier for the
income dataset, via the Google AutoML Tables cloud service
at https://cloud.google.com/automl-tables. Note that the resulting model is trained and hosted in the cloud, and both
the applied learning algorithm as well as the model’s feature
map are unknown to us.
Next, we generate synthetically corrupted, held-out test
data, by applying a mixture of perturbations such as missing values, swapped columns, outliers and scaling errors.
We retrieve predictions for the corrupted test data and train
our performance predictor. Finally, we generate corrupted
serving data (again with a random mixture of the previous
perturbations), have our performance predictor predict the
accuracy of the black box model on this data, and retrieve
the predictions from the cloud model to compute the true
accuracies. The results in Figure 7 are in line with our findings from Section 6.1.1: our approach predicts the resulting
accuracy scores well with an MAE of only 0.0038. We repeat
this experiment for the heart dataset, and achieve similar
results with an MAE of 0.0101.

7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We proposed a simple approach to automate the validation of
black box classifiers by estimating the model’s predictive performance on unseen, unlabeled serving data. The approach
is complementary to existing techniques, such as schema
validation for model input data [3].
In future work, we intend to investigate the effects of more
error types, and aim to empirically study whether there is a
set of errors for training which generalizes to the majority
of real world cases. We would also be interested in better
understanding how the distribution of the model outputs
encodes the predictive performance. Additionally, we would
like to quantify the effects of our investigated error types for
selected models (e.g., neural networks) more formally.
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